eMOBILITY COCKPIT

Manage and monitor your charging stations

eMOBILITY COCKPIT is a software that enables its users to operate a network of charging stations. It covers the full scope of operational EV charging needs, from charging point management and power management to financial rules.

- Network monitoring
- Charging station management
- User management
- Subsidiary operations management
- Shared company vehicle management
- Roaming between operators
Open to third party software (API)

The Green Motion management system is an open system providing the following functions by means of documented interfaces (API):

- Combination with third party software authentication systems (re-use of an existing RFID badge for access to the charging stations)
- Publication of a charging point's location and status
- Combination with billing systems (recovery of recharging transactions)
- Combination with parking ticket systems. Payment for recharging by text message
- Combination with carsharing systems (reservation of charging stations, identification of the connected vehicle)

Combination with non-Green Motion charging stations

Like the management system, the Green Motion platform can be accessed by charging stations from other manufacturers via an open communication protocol.

An operator can therefore use the same supply for all charging stations, provided they are compatible with Green Motion in terms of the communication protocol.

evpass is powered by eMobility Cockpit

evpass is Switzerland’s first public EV charging network and Europe’s leading EV charging hub operated by Green Motion. eMobility Cockpit SaaS forms the backbone of evpass.

evpass has the greatest market share, number 1 in Switzerland with a growing number of charging points as well as the largest user base.

Learn more about evpass
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